Professor Mohammad Bilbesi from Oklahoma State University, recently promoted to an Eminent Professor, will conduct a three- to four-hour workshop/demonstration for the graphically minded PPADD conference participants. The session will be based on Professor Bilbesi’s recent book Graphic Journaling, and will include many of his unique methods of page composition, sketching and lettering. Participants will require an A5 size sketchbook, drawing pencils and a fountain pen or equivalent. All supplies are easily available at the AUS bookstore upon arrival to Sharjah.

Professor Bilbesi is accomplished in using watercolors, ink, and graphite/pencil as well as modern digital techniques. His work is highly collected by individuals, nationally and internationally. In addition, corporations and other entities such as Ducati USA, BMW, SKFGroup, Oklahoma State University, Emirates Air and Hilton International have utilized his talents for graphic illustrations and ads. He is also a noted author of several books and co-author of Words and Colors and Firmitas, among others.

contact Brian Dougan, bdougan@aus.edu to register

cost is $50.00